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abstract
Every year many major software distributors launch a new

version of their software products. They all tell you that there
are fundamental improvements and bug fixes and that you

have to upgrade immediately. With the release of edition 5 of
4allTEX you could ask yourself what this new edition offers as

compared to e.g. the older versions of 4allTEX and the TEX-live
CDrom. Below we will give a summary of all the goodies of

the new 4allTEX distribution and give you pointers to the
internet where you can find more information.

Introduction

The first question that people ask is why we are always
talking about4TEX and 4allTEX. What’s the difference?
The answer is perhaps subtle but there is indeed a differ-
ence. 4TEX is the user interface that we have built to set
up a complete workbench for TEX and its many friends.
Using 4TEX you can edit, view, print documents, convert
graphics etc. etc.4allTEX is the name of the two CDroms
and it symbolizes the fact that not only people who use the
4TEX workbench can benefit from the CDroms. Indeed,
everybody (that’s why we speak of forallTEX) can use the
programs, documentation etc. without using4TEX. Just
speaking as a mathematician:4TEX is a subset of4allTEX.

The previous versions of4allTEX all supported the MS-
Dos operating system (with emTEX as the TEX ‘engine’).
Now a lot of people are asking for a true Windows im-
plementation. Version4 of 4TEX had some options to use
Windows programs but still was MS-Dos based. Windows
95/98 and NT are all32-bit operating systems and people
asked us to think about a true32-bit 4TEX workbench.
Since the core of4TEX was written in the4Dos batch-
language a32-bit 4TEX simply means a complete rewrite
of it.

So we started to make a completely new version of4TEX
with no backwards compatibility: the new version will not
work on an machines running MS-Dos or Windows3.x.
We didn’t throw away everything though: the4TEX philo-
sophy still applies. The fundamental principle of4TEX has
always been not to force anyone to use any particular pro-
gram. We simply gave you a tool with programs we use in
a production environment that we think are useful to you

too. At any time, anywhere within4TEX you can change or
add the programs you prefer to use. This means that4TEX
should be extendable/changeable in almost every respect.
This was done in the old version in a file that kept the MS-
Dos environmentvariables settings. We didn’t start to write
our own editor program and give it certain buttons to add
TEX functionality for two reasons. The first one is that there
are many splendid editor programs already available and
the second reason is that you probably have different ideas
about what a good editor program is. So4TEX should be
a program (or to use the buzz word: an agent) that could
be an intermediate between editor program, TEX programs,
and all other tools that you need to publish documents on
paper, the internet, etc.

4TEX version5 was written in Borland Delphi4.0 and it
uses many ASCII configuration files that can be changed/
updated in order to customize4TEX to your taste. Just one
example: the4TEX menus “speak”9 different languages
that can be changed on the fly (English, German, Dutch,
French, Polish, Danish, Czech, Slovak, and Russian). Just
by copying the screen text file and translating it you can add
your own language. If you don’t like the text on a button
or somewhere else you can change the language dependent
screen file and have your own text displayed. This is all
done by using any ASCII editor program, no programming
experience required. Adding programs, printers, viewers,
formats etc. is done by changing a certain ASCII file. Nat-
urally the program works smoothly in a network environ-
ment and there is extensive online help available.4TEX is
a true Windows program and acts like most Windows pro-
grams: it saves the screen positions, the screen sizes, font
sizes, and many other settings that can be changed while
running4TEX.

Making4TEX for Windows took about1.5 year and dur-
ing this time it was tested by many beta testers, whom we
can never thank enough. It was used at the faculty of Eco-
nomics of the University of Groningen as a production tool
for articles, books etc. and as the ultimate test was used it to
write the550-page4TEX book. This book is a nightmare in
complexity as it stretches TEX and its friends to their limits.
It works, and we are now confident that a larger audience
can use it. That’s why we are now releasing4allTEX edi-
tion 5. Below you will find a summary of the functionality
and features of4allTEX. We hope that you are convinced
that4TEX is worth trying.
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The 4TEX manual

Making 4TEX for Windows we decided not only to com-
pletely rewrite the program, but also decided to write a new
book. The160+ page booklet that came with the old4TEX
version wasn’t enough, we thought. What we would like to
write is a book that tells you about the good and bad points
of TEX. That tells you how the Windows program4TEX can
be used, how it can be changed to suit your needs. That tells
you everything about the Web2C TEX implementation and
all its parameter settings. That gives you an overview of
the TEX dialects and a detailed introduction to plain TEX,
LATEX, and ConTEXt.

The reason is simple. You only need this book plus the
4allTEX CDroms to have everything you need to start writ-
ing your own TEX documents. If you like TEX you will
buy more books and become an expert, if you stop using
TEX (such people do exist) you didn’t waste much money
– 15 Euro isn’t that much and on the CDroms there are
many non-TEX programs that are extremely useful. The
book isn’t only for novice TEX users. We believe experts
can learn from it as well. E.g., this is the first book that
describes Web2C in detail. Indeed4all!

As an appetizer we will present the table of contents of
the book so you’ll get an idea of what you would get:

Preface
Part I Getting started with TEX

1 A quick introduction
2 TEX through the looking glass
3 Installation of4TEX
4 Running TEX
5 Support for TEX users

Part II Using4TEX

6 The main menu
7 The output menu
8 The utilities menu
9 The options menu
10 Things to be aware of
11 Summary

Part III The technical ins and outs

12 The4TEX system
13 The Web2C TEX system
14 Managing and tuning the installation

Part IV The many roads to TEX

15 What we mean by TEX

16 Plain TEX: Knuth’s approach
17 LATEX: Lamport’s approach
18 ConTEXt: Hagen’s approach

Appendices

A File types
B Flowcharts
C Overview of software
D Electronic documents on the CDrom
E Glossary
F Bibliography
G Index

The 4TEX book is sold separately from the4allTEX
CDroms. This has a legal reason. There are some (ex-
tremely useful) programs that forbid distribution by in-
clusion of CDroms in a book. Selling them separately
has some advantages: it means you can buy the CDroms
without manual. The4TEX book is available on the CDrom
in PDF format anyway, so you can read it online and decide
whether you want to buy it later.

The Setup, 4TEX, 4Spell, and 4Project the
programs

The programs4Project and4Spell were already discussed
in MAPS 22. These programs are developed in such a way
that they can be used stand-alone. In this article we will
have a closer look at the Setup program and the4TEX work-
bench.

All decent Windows programs come with an installation
(and uninstallation) program. This program will copy the
files from CDrom to a user specified directory, create the
necessary registry settings, make the shortcuts (icons) on
the desktop etc.4TEX has such a clever installation pro-
gram. If you have not installed4TEX yet (the Windows re-
gistry will tell) then the Setup program will start automatic-
ally. Or if you want you can start the Setup program manu-
ally. The Setup program will display a screen as shown in
Figure1.

The Setup program offers you two ways of installing
4TEX: a simple and an advanced installation. Basically the
simple setup will run completely from CDrom or install
everything on your hard disk (see Figure2). This simple
installation can be done in less than a minute if you de-
cide to run4TEX almost completely from CDrom. It will
only create the shortcuts and the4TEX.INI file (the Win-
dows equivalent of the environment filestexuser.set,
system.set from the MS-Dos days). The4TEX.INI file
contains all the personal settings for your workbench. This
approach is useful to people with limited hard disk space or
people who just want to try out TEX and4TEX. If you don’t
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Figure 1. The opening screen of the 4TEX setup program

Figure 2. The Simple installation program

like 4TEX, uninstalling everything is even simpler than in-
stalling.

The advanced installation offers a menu from which you
can specify which modules you want to install. Modules
are parts of the CDrom that have a certain functionality,
see Figure4. The modules are plain ASCII files and are
an easy and flexible way to offer people all kind of user
specific TEX installations. It also makes it possible that
when people ask for extra installation support (write to
4TeX-support@ntg.nl )we can put extra installation mod-
ules on the internet and you can download them and use
them. Advanced installation is for people who know about
TEX and its friends and want a tailor made TEX system.

The4TEX workbench gives you a user friendly interface
with a large set of utilities. It has a complete Windows
look and feel, but some hard programming was necessary
to get all the programs to work together. For instance: all

Figure 3. Choose shortcuts and association of .tex files to
4TEX

Figure 4. The advanced installation program offers you to
install modules

Figure 5. The 4TEX workbench
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Figure 6. The redirection window

the TEX programs are32-bit console applications that write
messages in “MS-Dos” style.4TEX redirects this output to
a window and makes it possible to scroll through the output
(see Figure6).

Since the “DOS-boxes” are still being used and since we
want to give users the possibility to do their own program-
ming, the shareware program4DOS from JP-Software is
still the best alternative forCOMMAND.COMor CMD.EXE. So
we arranged a deal with JP-Software: the4allTEX CDroms
come with a licensed run-time version of4DOS and4NT.
The same holds for the MED editor. This means that all
the basic functionality that4TEX offers doesn’t require you
to register any shareware anymore. Of course we still offer
you some extra tools that are not licensed, but those pro-
grams aren’t essential for the4TEX workbench.

Almost all functionality available in the older4TEX ver-
sions is still there: block compilation, BibTEX, MakeIn-
dex, MetaPost, Metafont, conversion tools, etc., but we ad-
ded some additional features, as well. E.g., you can now
convert almost any graphic picture using the ImageMa-
gick software and the graphics conversion menu. Spell-
checking is done by4Spell, and if you need some help you
can read many on-line documents or start some wizards.

4TEX could have worked with emTEX or MikTEX but we
decided to use fpTEX, the fast, well-known Web2c distri-
bution for Win32. We chose Web2c because it is the most
widely used TEX implementation world wide that runs on
UNIX, Windows, DOS, VMS, Atari and several other plat-
forms. We could discuss4TEX for another200 pages but
all of that you can read in the4TEX book, or find it on the
internet:http://4TeX.ntg.nl . Just to show you the fun
of 4TEX: instead of using the large main menu you can use
the small yet fully functional toolbar. Putting it on top of
your editor it looks as if the4TEX buttons have become part
of the editor program (see Figure7).

4allTEX CDroms

If you want to see what4allTEX offers you can find com-
plete file listings on the4TEX internet site,4TeX.ntg.nl .
If you need help you can contact the4TEX discussion list or
write to the4TEX-support team at4TeX-support@ntg.nl .

Figure 7. The 4TEX workbench toolbar as part of the editor

If you are looking for updates or a list of Frequently Asked
Questions, just visit the internet site. We will conclude this
article with a summary of4allTEX’s main features and we
hope that you will tell us what you like, what you can con-
tribute to4TEX and what we need to improve.

contains the latest4TEX version,5.0. 4TEX gives the
user a friendly interface with a large set of utilities.
contains many TEX and Window software in direct
executable form.
supports many different TEX formats, such as plain
TEX, LATEX 2ε, MeX, TEXinfo, LATEX 2.09, ConTEXt,
CSLATEX, pdfTEX, ε-TEX, FRLATEX
supports many printer drivers (including color deskjets,
linotronics, matrix printers,300/600/1200 dpi laser-
printers, laserjets, fax, ghostscript, etc.
4TEX can output PDF directly.
4TEX supports graphics: both for previewing and
printing. All functionality of e.g. GhostScript, LATEXcad,
Gnuplot, Mayura Draw, Paint Shop Pro, is included,
ready to use.
includes4Spell: a spell-checker for languages English
(UK), English (USA), Dutch, German (old and new
spelling), French, Spanish, South-African, Italian,
Polish, Chech, Slovak, Russian, Swedish, Danish,
Slovenian.
contains conversion utilities: WP to LATEX/TEX, MS-
Word/Chiwriter, PC-Write/troff to LATEX, deTEX,
midi2TEX, (La)TEX to HTML, LATEX to RTF, etc.
4TEX can convert almost any graphics format, using
ImageMagick software.
contains a huge set of .sty .cls .mf .pk .tfm .bst etc. files.
4TEX supports Metafont with automatic font generation.
4TEX supports MetaPost for drawing pictures.
4TEX fully supports PostScript fonts. E.g., with
automatic font generation using GSFTOPK.
With 4TEX you can view and print directly in e.g. Times
font on any printer.
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4TEX contains database utilities, supports MakeIndex,
etc.
4allTEX comes with a choice of fine editors, such as
MED, PFE, WinEdt, NoteTab, UltraEdit and Xemacs.
4TEX supportsblock compilation: mark a small part
of your (large) document, and only that part will be
compiled and previewed.
4allTEX contains a huge set of documentation, including
TEX/LATEX/Metafont/MetaPost documentation and
tutorials both for novices and gurus, including:
– MAPS issues (both Dutch and English articles;

starting in1988; more than2000 pages with high
density information arranged in a large set of PDF
files),

– all mail from the TEX-NL and the TEX-D-L mailing
list,

– all BASKERVILLE issues from UKTUG,
– A lot of tutorials in TEX/LATEXsource(also in .dvi,

.pdf, and .ps files),
– The ‘TEX book’ and the ‘Metafont book’ in TEX

source format,
– FAQ about TEX, PostScript, fonts, etc.
4allTEX contains specials: chess (including Chinese),
bridge, music, crossword, go, and more; including all
fonts.
4allTEX contains Arabic, French, Cyrillic, Polish and
Chinese packages.
With 4TEX it is very easy to generate completely new
format files.
4allTEX contains a lot of DVI and PostScript utilities.
4allTeX contains extensive bibliographies on TEX-
related topics.
Because TEX is extremely useful for the generation of
HTML, PDF and other multimedia documents you will
find a lot of those programs on the CDrom. Lots of
documentation is available in HTML format.
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